MAKING CRIME PAY
A new generation of writers is dominating today's mystery market, and the
most exciting "whodunit" of all is that many of those authors claim the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma as their alma mater.

BURIED TREASURE
According to popular belief, our descendants first hit North America some
12,000 years ago. However, OU archaeologists are studying much earlier traces
of human habitation discovered in a remote area of Oklahoma.

A QUESTION OF ETHICS
Health care personnel have debated ethics at least since Hippocrates' era, but
today's preoccupation with consumerism and economics is focusing on the issues
of medical care as an entitlement and how health care dollars should be spent.

SO YOU WANT TO BE THE BOSS?
When J.W. McLean ended his demanding Oklahoma banking career, he scoffed
at the traditional trappings of retirement and began his "afterlife" at OU —
teaching and authoring two texts on how to succeed in today's business world.

TOUCHING THE FUTURE
Blast off to Mars from a University of Oklahoma launching pad? The Oklahoma
Aerospace Academy, with NASA Space Ambassador Freda Deskin at the con-
trols, offers hands-on space education in the only space camp of its kind.

HOLIDAY! HOLIDAY!
Those '38 Sooners could celebrate! When the football team claimed the Big Six
Championship, the students defied authorities and cut class, danced in the
streets, shot fireworks and partied for 18 hours, creating a "Sooner Memory."
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